


Chapter 2 

Style, Society, Myth, and Structure 

PETER G. ROE 

It's fun to do things you're not made to do, like going to the moon or living under the ocean. 
I was playing when I invented the aqualung. I'm still playing. I think play is the most serious 
thing in the world. 

J ACQUES YVES COUSTEAU 

This paper inventories and illustrates the great range of cultural factors that constrain aesthetic and 
technical styles. It also offers some comments on the nature of style itself. The paper is organized 
broadly into three parts: (1) a definition of style and a discussion of its hierarchical nature; (2) a listing 
of the multiple social and technological variables that condition stylistic output; and (3) an analysis of 
the ideational factors that articulate style with self and society on the mythic and structural levels. 

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE ON STYLE 

I write about style as an archaeologist, ethnologist, and artist. My work has encompassed tribal
through state-level societies ranging over four geographically remote and ecologically diverse, but 
culturally connected, regions of South America and the Caribbean: the Peruvian montana, the 
highlands and coast of Peru , the Guianan highlands, and the Greater Antilles. I have studied a wide 
selection of media within both living and dead cultures. These include myth, song, ethnoastronomy, 
ethnotaxonomy, ritual, ceremony, body art , settlement and space, textiles, ceramics, basketry, wood 
carving, lithic artifacts , rock art, sculpture, and architecture. 

Archaeology, ethnology, and art each provide contrasting and complementary perspectives on 
style, with advantages and disadvantages. Archaeology looks at style in "closed," or extinct, "archaeo
graphic" complexes bounded by the finite material output of dead producers. Archaeology shows the 
clearer general structure of a smaller sample. Preservational biases filter out much variation, and in the 
process, highlight a style'S underlying principles and major subdivisions. By providing chronology, 
archaeology also resolves stylistic processes over time as cycles of fashion. These cycles can occur 
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within traditions defined by local continuity, among horizons constituted by rapid interregional 
similarities, and across series comprised by a "sloping horizon" of slow, interareal movement. Even the 
anonymity of dead informants, to the extent that they are recognized as individuals (Gunn 1977), 
masks the particularizing effects of engaged and often conflicted live persons, thereby emphasizing the 
general processes that enmesh them. 

Archaeological "individuals" form a deceptively homogeneous and passive mass of actors sub
ject to external pressures. Archaeology also fosters a passive view of the artifact. It is easy to take the 
object as a "given," rather than as an alternative component in the creative process. 

In contrast, ethnology studies "open" ethnographic complexes created by living artists and 
artisans. Ethnology provides depth and complexity via interactive questioning and observation. It also 
integrates elements from diverse domains that don't "fossilize," such as song, myth, and rite. Thus, it 
emphasizes creativity and cultural wholes. For this reason, the ethnographic perspective is less likely 
to become media-locked in its definitions of style. In contrast, archaeology often focuses on one 
medium to the exclusion of others; for example, "only ceramics form styles" whereas lithic artifacts 
yield "complexes" (Gallagher 1976:2). Yet it is precisely the structural similarities that appear across 
media that give cultures their uniqueness and harmony. 

Nevertheless, the straitjacket of the "ethnographic present," where the origins of styles are lost 
in an ahistorical fog, is just as limiting as its archaeological counterpart, preservational bias. Whereas, 
the latter leads to materialist reductionism, the former produces the Redfieldian myth of the 
unchanging native. Both pitfalls can be avoided by combining the fine-grained synchronic detail of 
ethnography with the broad diachronic outlines of archaeography where historical continuity permits. 

Last, by combining the role of artist with either archaeology or ethnology, the researcher can 
circumvent any limited informant corpus by producing novel solutions him- or herself. Hands-on 
experimentation with the informant's medium can lead to a detailed and kinesthetic appreciation of a 
style. "Doing style" emphasizes process over end-product, and reveals it to be a "dialog" between the 
producer's intent and the medium's inherent perfectable qualities (Link 1975:52) within specific, 
social performative-presentational contexts. 

A PARADIGMATIC PERSPECTIVE ON STYLE 

This paper combines two approaches to style: (1) a "Boasian" (1955 [1927]) framework of the 
properties of media and their feedback relationship with style, and (2) a "Uvi-Straussian" (1967) 
perspective of style as a system of normative codes as viewed from an "emic," or internal, processual 
perspective. I do not suggest that stylistic analysis should be only emic-contextual, rather than "etic." 
Instead, I advocate combining both at different stages in a sequence of investigation. Indeed, upon 
leaving the field or finishing a laboratory analysis, one translates emic understanding into opera
tionalized and parsimonious "etic" models for academic discourse. 

Style can be analyzed as an aspect of culture, which is a system of ideas that underlies the 
behavior of individuals in society. Culture and style in this ideational sense arise out of a feedback 
process between individuals; their cognitive structures, drives, and senses; and the learned environ
ment, which encompasses physical, biotic, and socially significant components. Culture and style do 
not emanate upward from the individual, nor trickle down from some reified superorganic, but 
instead are negotiated realities, simultaneously process and product. Individual intent interacts with 
the properties of raw materials, knowledge of craft processes, and the social context (Figure 2-1). 

To qualify this perspective, there is no way of knowing "what is going on in the informant's head," 
whether that informant is living or dead. No two people in the same culture or subculture who use 
similar styles share any ideas; they don't share anything. Rather, via interaction and a desire to 
communicate, they have each evolved notions, and behaviors based on them, that are roughly similar 
but not identical in form. How similar is similar? Close enough to be understood. Competence in a 
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culture or its style can lead to elegant solutions (Figure 2-2a); lack of it produces "gibberish" in art style 
(Figure 2-2b). Before one can communicate about someone, one must communicate with them. 

Moreover, there is a correspondence between levels of stylistic variation and levels of linguistic 
and cultural patterns (Table 2-1). Previous definitions of "style" have emphasized one or several of its 
levels, but not all. Each distinct but interrelated level of style has its own questions, methods, goals, 
and investigators (Roe, 1989a; Carr, Chapter 7; Pryor and Carr, Chapter 8). Consequently, there is no 
one correct way to view and study style. I will consider a hierarchical strategy for analyzing style below. 

A DEFINITION OF STYLE 

In this section, I will address three related questions: What are the defining aspects of style? 
How do art and craft differ in style? Can style be distinguished from function? 

The Defining Elements of Style 

The concept of style can be defined by a number of properties. First is its identifiable dis
tinctiveness or recognizability. "Not all traits of a work of art are stylistic traits, but only those which 
serve to identify it as an example of a style" (Munro 1963:256). The "visibility" of these traits, how 
they "stand out" from all others, is itself often the product of hindsight, or outside analysis. Artists 
caught up in the moment of a style'S evolution (i.e., a "fashion") are unaware that they are members 
and innovators within a broader style. To quote the popular composer/performer Peter Townshend, 
"(f)ashion, in a sense, is description of events after the fact." Style trait recognition is also easier from 
an observer's view, not the artist's emic pOSition (Kosinski 1965:10). 

Which traits are stylistic and which are not has hinged, since the days of Boas (1955[1927]) and 
Veblen (1953[1899]), on a second element, virtuosity. This gauges the effort, the "instinct of 
workmanship," invested in something. If more time is spent on these traits than is necessary to satisfy 
utilitarian imperatives, they are stylistic features Oones 1973:266-267). This is also Maquet's (1971) 
classic definition of style as "non-instrumental form." It is useful in its simplicity, if ethnocentrically 
naive in its culture-free, static dualistic opposition between function and style (Sackett 1977:370). 

This view also oversimplifies the vehicle of behavior, the artifact. It ignores the third element, the 
properties of materials and how they may modify the artist's intent (stylistic prejudices) through his or 
her knowledge of craft processes. Style is both a "means of expression" and "a means to expression." 
It is a medium-dependent process, although it may structure different media in similar ways. Style 
requires a vehicle, even if that vehicle is a somatic "aid." 

Style'S fourth element is its recognizability as the unique product of a given set of people, the 
denizens of a certain place and time. Thus, style is a contextual, "non-generalizing" phenomenon 
(Hodder 1986:3-6), albeit more on the level of form than process. It is historical in that the choices 
being made are always circumscribed by the choices made in the past (Fraser 1962:27; Braun, Chapter 
5). Not all things are simultaneously possible in style. Historicity gives style its affective content, its 
powers of emotional evocation of a group's past. 

Style'S fifth element is its systemic selection from known alternatives (Lemonnier 1986:161; Braun, 
Chapter 5). This occurs on the levels of the basic design elements, the rules of their recombination and 
creation, and the minimally meaningful design compounds or "motifs" that their manipulation 
produces. Style resides in choices "made to produce a certain effect" (Deetz 1965:46). Therefore, it is 
defined by the existence of "discontinuities" (Lemonnier 1986:159) or variability (Miller 1985:12) in a 
series of traits. These may not be geographically coterminous in their distributions. Either within a 
given corpus, or between corpi, certain traits are "variant," others are "invariant" (Lemonnier 1986: 
158-159). 

Those views influenced by Sausserian linguistic "competence" models, which describe the sub
conscious knowledge behind variable "performance," speak of these choices as "options" (Kensinger 
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1975:80). Options occur within the context of "decision programs" (Link 1975:46) based on emic 
intent and knowledge. Thus the fifth element in the definition of style is the factor that initiates the 
whole process, the intent (Deetz 1965:46) or "will" (Lemonnier 1986:174) of the artisan. Stylistic 
behavior implies intentional goals. (For a qualifying view, see Braun, Chapter 5.) 

Style's sixth element is the normative nature of these intended decisions: the expectations of the 
artist and his or her target audience (Gombrich 1979:352). Through interaction, these normative 
choices will be "standardized" (BunzeI1972 [1929):1) in a "recurrent way of structuring and present
ing" (Mills 1971:72) form or process. 

It is precisely because style is a normative process that operationally similar decisions are 
repeatedly made, by the same actor at a different time or by different actors at the same time. Thus one 
needs the seventh element, a corpus, to define a style. Unique, singular behavior or artifacts cannot 
possess style. 

The eighth element of style is affect, or in Mills's (1971) phrase, "qualitative experience." Even 
dealing with technical, effective style rather than aesthetic, affective style, one cannot dismiss emo
tional bases for making stylistic choices. This compromise between instrumental functionality and 
pleasing shape, which are embodied in an artifact, is "design." Choices oscillate between two poles in 
human behavior. First is the flight from boredom represented by the "aesthetic imperative": the drive 
to inject novelty into prosaic existence by converting nonart domains into art in order to maintain the 
interest of the producer, audience, and/or consumer. Second is the retreat from chaos: the seductive
ness of routinized decisions embodied in cultural norms. The individual walks this thin wire between 
creativity and tradition, which stretches between all levels of the hierarchy of style. 

Based on these elements, style is an intentional, structured system of selecting certain dimensions of 
form, process or principle, junction, significance, and affect from among known, alternate possibilities to 
create pleasing variability within a behavioral-artifactual corpus. Style is both the process of creating 
information through differentiation (Miller 1985:36) so that it is recognizably evocative of a specific 
cultural context, and a way of circumscribing choice via the imposition of a frame within which 
creation or recombination occurs. 

Style in Craft and Art 

How then does style differ between craft and art? An art-craft continuum (Roe 1976:80) emerges 
out of the processual viewpoint in material culture (Link 1975:8,17-18; Miller 1985:35; Lemonnier 
1986:149) and craft literature (Krenov 1976:8). It is complemented by archaeology's recent emphasis 
on the taphonomy of artifacts (Schiffer 1972), their fabricational steps (Goodwin and Thall 1983; 
Miller 1985), their componential-modal analysis (Rouse 1939; Raymond, DeBoer, and Roe 1975) and 
their generative grammatical paraphrases (Muller 1980; Roe 1980). 

The processual view begins with the decomposition of the artifact into its variable attribute 
clusters or "modes" along any dimension of form or fabrication. Then one traces the realization of 
those parts in manufacture (Figure 2-3), starting from initial intent, proceeding through raw materials 
procurement, and encompassing the stages and standards of workmanship. These analytical devices 
for artifact generation are called "decision pathways" (Link 1975:8), operational sequences, chaine 
operatoire (Lemonnier 1986:149), tree diagrams for generating variability (Miller 1985:37-39), or 
routing diagrams. They specify the differences between two unique solutions within the same or 
historically cognate styles (e.g., columns in Figure 2-3a, b), allowing the art-craft distinction to be 
defined operationally. If the rules and elements are simply fulfilled in a stereotyped way, the same 
modes being chosen on identical dimensions in the same sequence, these actions are "Rule Replication 
Behavior" (RRB) (Figure 2-3a). This closed decision program is a necessary response to the design 
optimization of form toward a particular technical function. It is the conservatism of a successful 
solution, a "Romer's Rule" of artifacts: Affect and effect guiding intent yield craft. 

Contrast this with the constant flux of fashion in art. "Repetition in art is nothing" (Santayana 
1988) because it is a species of play (Huizinga 1950). In recombining the old elements and rules, or 
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Figure 2-2. "Grammatical" and "nongrammatical" statements in an art style. Above: A portrait of a Pisquibo 
woman with elegant, traditional, rectilinear, geometric face paint (photo courtesy of Roberta Campos). Opposite: 
The mestizo executed version of quasi-Shipibo designs Cquene) on the facade of the Hotel Tariri in Pucallpa-a 
complete misunderstanding of the art style and its symmetrical tripartite structure. 
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Figure 2-2. (Continued) 
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Table 2-1. Parallels in Language and Style 

Style Ethnological Linguistic Archaeological 

Personal style A person's "culturolect" A person's ideolect The analytical individual (Gunn 
1977:168) 

Substyle A subculture A special "jargon" An assemblage or site component 
Ethnic style An ethnic group (a culture) A dialect A focus (l site = 1 culture) 
Regional style A "people" (Rouse 1986:159) A language group A cultural complex (Chanlatte 

1979:59) 
Spatial-temporal The cultural matrix (Tello A language family A tradition, horizon, or series 

framework 1960: 13) (Willey 1971:3; Rowe 
1967:72; Rouse 1986:10) 

creating new ones via an open decision program, one engages in "Rule Creation Behavior" (RCB) 
(Figure 2-3b). This is not "technique," but "technic" (Munro 1963)-the psychosocial manipulation 
of self and others in art. 

This distinction between art and craft segregates the poles of a continuum, since invariably RRB 
systems "evolve" into RCB as they are propelled by a decreasing "threshold of boredom" (i.e., the 
transition from "work" to "play" to "game"). RCB also tends to "devolve" into RRB via the terrors of too 
much freedom, the psychic cost of too many deciSions, or the profit-and-loss decisions of the external 
"curio" market. 

Style and "Functionality" 

If this is what "style" is, what does it do? Function and style have often been defined as 
antithetical concepts. For example, materialists like Dunnell (1978), drawing upon the framework of 
the German technologist Semper, via Boas (1955 [1927]), find style useless. Functional attributes are 
those relevant to evolution and selection; the residuum is style. Similarly, Binford (1962) defines style 
as whatever attribute is left over after all techno functional or "technomic" parameters are subtracted. 
This austere and limited archaeological viewpoint, which even seeks to excise "style" from the pre
historian's vocabulary (Conklin and Moseley 1988:145), was in part encouraged and honed through 
the study of small-scale hunter-gatherers whose simplified material culture served as dubious 
ethnographic models. It flounders on six contradictions. 

First, it incorporates hidden romantic notions about the ideal functional nature of the traditional 
technologies of nonliterate and peasant peoples. It presumes that forms are the "best" solution given 
local raw materials and craft knowledge, i.e., that their designs have been rationally "optimized" for 
their function. This view also assumes that there is only one "correct" solution. However, modern evi
dence has shown that many traditional forms are nonoptimal in physical function (Miller 1985:52-56). 

The second difficulty is that functionality, defined largely in its physical-energetic or subsistence 
aspect, is a culture-bound concept. This is especially true when social goals or magical world views are 
considered. A "fetish" figure may be a pure functional form to those who carve or employ it; it is doing 
"work" in their "real" (our "illusory") world of the mind. 

Third, the positivist position that a purely "etic" or objective assessment of function should 
eventually be possible, independent of the "misled" emic view of the benighted native, is now vitiated 
by the perspectives of both the history of technology and style in technology History reveals that play 
with multiple alternatives precedes the supposedly "optimal" designs of later material culture (Fergu
son 1977). The "hidden pattern behind multimedia," or the "style in technology" movement in 
anthropology, comes to similar conclusions. It postulates deep structural, unconscious, yet basic and 
pervasive "central cultural metaphors" (Armstrong 1971) that similarly structure stylistic output, both 
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behavior and artifacts, across diverse media (Ardalan and Bakhtiar 1973; Azarpay 1987). These meta
phors aid in selecting the very technology that exploits the environment itself (Riviere 1969; Leone 
1977) 

Not only artifacts, but also the techniques that yield them, are stylistic expressions (Lechtman 
1984). Techniques that differ radically in concept and execution can produce similar results. If many 
alternate techniques produce equally functional artifacts, one must ask why the one that is used has 
been chosen. Again, some of the "functions" of an artifact, even the most utilitarian, may be the 
nonmaterial social, mythical, or cosmological referents of its production. 

The fourth difficulty with archaeological assumptions about the style-function dichotomy is that 
they run head-on into a wealth of ethnographic data on the ethnoaesthetics of the very people who 
make the artifacts that archaeologists eventually study. Ethnographic evidence shows that far from 
being "conceptually decoupled" from function, decoration is an integral part of the artifact. This is why 
in many cultures there is frequently no term for "beauty" (a product of the modern "Art Ghetto"), or 
even "art/artist" (Whitten and Whitten 1988:10). Instead, there are many words meaning "correct" or 
"real," that is, "proper" or "complete," because decorated objects embody skill, knowledge, and 
insight. By "complete," informants mean that the artifact/action bears ornament (Dawson 1975:132) as 
well as the mark of correct technical execution. As one Mehinaku artisan said, "'(n)ow it is a real pot' 
... after painting the bottom of a tub for processing manioc flour" (Gregor 1977:35). So strong is this 
"aesthetic imperative" that it is irrelevant if the designs will last or be visible. Nor does it matter if the 
artifact that the design graces is aesthetic or technical in intent (Gregor 1977:38). If mundane artifacts 
have to be "completed" through the addition of decoration, even more so must ceremonial artifacts 
carry the "burden" of design (Dawson 1975:131). This is especially the case when it comes to weapons, 
there being "a feeling that one cannot use an undecorated club to kill an enemy" (Dawson 1975:131)1 

The fifth objection derives from a failure to distinguish "intrinsic" from "conventional" func
tionality when material cultural and ethnoarchaeological studies demonstrate that native artifacts are 
often highly "dysfunctional" (Miller 1985:74). The intrinsic functionality of an artifact is an "etic" 
notion, based on Western cultural notions of human engineering and energetic cost -effectiveness. It 
may not correlate very well with an artifact's use or spatial distribution within a culture (Miller 1985: 
60). In contrast, conventional functionality does correlate (Miller 1985:67). This is function by fiat, by 
cultural assignment; this X is meant to do Y, only loosely guided by the artifact's inherent properties. 

The last reason why "style" and "function" form a false dichotomy is that there are specific 
functions to style beyond form or process. Many functions maintain segmentary boundaries between 
societies, as well as the exchange of information within and between them (Wobst, 1977; Wiessner 
1983; Voss and Young, Chapter 3). 

There seems to be no conclusion to this debate about what constitutes style versus function-an 
indication that the division is artificial. It depends on whether an etic or an emic view is used and it 
is even elusive from an etic perspective. This suggests that analysts need not worry about trying to 

segregate style and function in any way. The appropriate classification of attributes as stylistic or 
functional depends on the behavioral process being analyzed. Further, analysis should begin with all 
formal variation (Carr, Chapter 6), not a priori definitions of certain attributes as "stylistic" or 
"functional" because they articulate with other notions such as evolution or selection (Dunnell 1978). 
Instead, distinctions must be relevant to the behavior under scrutiny 

A MODEL FOR ANALYZING STYLE 

Earlier, I posed that style is a hierarchical phenomenon (Figure 2-1) and, consequently, cannot be 
studied with one method. To accommodate this situation, I propose a five-tiered model for analyzing 
style, where each approach forms a complementary level within a holistic analysis. This multidimen
sional view resolves many "two-dimensional" debates. However, it requires explicit categories and 
classifications, care to distinguish the full range of stylistic variables that occur, and the boundary 
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conditions under which they apply Expanding upon Lathrap (1973:94-95), the five levels are as 
follows. (1) The psychological level concerns the individual creator/artist/artisan and perceiver/audience 
(Washburn, Chapter 4). (2) The formal level considers how the elements and rules of style are put 
together and function from the producer/analyst's view (Washburn, Chapter 4). (3) The social level of 
style deals with how artists and their publics interact and how artists' intentions are conditioned by 
their social structure (Voss and Young, Chapter 3; Braun, Chapter 5). (4) The mythic level focuses on 
the conscious messages that confer meaning on a style's components of form (motifs) and the syntax of 
their arrangement. (5) The structural level considers the unconscious cross-media, metaphoric 
information that links all aspects of style and gives traditional cultures their sense of harmony via 
redundant coding in multiple media-what Levi-Strauss (1967:22 7) calls the "logic of the concrete." 

I will not discuss the psychological level of style since it is considered at length by Washburn 
(Chapter 4) and Rosenthal (Chapter 10). The remainder of this paper addresses the formal through 
structural levels of style. 

THE FORMAL LEVEL OF STYLE AND METHODS 
FOR INVESTIGATING IT 

There are a number of analytic methods for resolving form, function, and decoration contrasts in 
any assemblage. From the artist's point of view, the ethnoscience approach, also called the prototype, 
fuzzy set, or topographic map approaches, capitalizes on recent advances in semantics. These have 
been applied to material culture by Kempton (1981) in an ethnographic setting and Vescelius (1980) in 
an archaeological context. They derive from fuzzy set theory in mathematics. This prototype and 
extension model dissolves each "type," such as vessel shape, into a matrix composed of a series of 
slightly different shape and size classes. In the case of vessels, these might vary by the ratio of their 
height to width. This is then used as a projective test analogue. Informants confronted with the many 
cells of slightly varying vessel shapes are asked to draw a line around similar vessels-profiles that 
they would include within the same vessel form category and/or call by the same name. Since these 
variant forms approximate the "ideal" in various ways, the lines that the informants draw are their 
extensions from the named prototype. "Topographic" maps, which are derived from the quantification 
of many such informant choices, give the investigator the semantic range of what the type means. They 
also allow one to see how classificatory systems respond to and condition social change, such as the 
rural-to-urban shift (Kempton 1981:141). 

The "modal analytical framework" also analyzes the main components of form. Both approaches 
are forms of "componential analysis" (Roe 1974:Figure 10). Because these components, here "motifs," 
articulate to form wholes, the componential view approximates that of the insider. These wholes have 
considerable psychological reality for the people manipulating the style and have putative functions 
(the labeling aspect of function, cf. Miller 1985:67). 

A complementary approach, which takes the viewer's point of view and is also a linguistic analogue, 
is the grammatical method with its goal of intelligibility (Roe 1980, 1983). This method produces 
"simulations" based on rules of which the artist might not be aware (Figure 2-4a,b) but, like linguistic 
rules, condition output. What generative grammatical analysis lacks in psychological reality, it makes 
up for in the reduction of variability within the study corpus and the productivity of its retrodictive 
(explanatory) and predictive power. However, all formalisms are heuristic, their forms to be judged 
solely on their parsimony and power in pursuing more complex and ambiguous social questions. 

THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT OF STYLE 

There are a myriad of factors that affect stylistiC production. Analytically, but not in actuality, 
these factors comprise the individual (Table 2-2) and social/contextual (Table 2-3) levels. These tables 
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Figure 2-4, Generative grammatical paraphrases of horizontal and diagonal symmetry overall and band 
geometric designs. (a) A portion of a design grammar for Shipibo Class I painted geometric deSigns (quenc) 

illustrating the generation of a common design compound-motif (the crosslet) from design elements (the square 
and the bar) and the design rules that manipulate them (the base 3, 5, and 7 square matrix, expansion and merging 
principles). (b) The generation of the Waiwai Waratapi twill-weave basketry design layout based on the nesting, 
bifold-rotation, slide reflection, and alternate register rules applied to the basic rectilinear fret design motif (the 
curled body of the Urufiti Anaconda-Caiman-Turtle Dragon). (c) A computer graphic of the finished array, the 
Waratapi pattern used on bitter manioc (cassava) sifters, employing diagonal paneling and "infinite design field 
truncation" (i.e., the layouts extending infinitely beyond the confines of the design field borders truncated by the 
panel) . See Yde (I965:Figure 110) for a photograph of the actual specimen of which this graphic exercise is a 
paraphrase. 
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Table 2-2. Individual Level Factors that Affect Style 

Actor 
Gender 
Age 
Personal identity 
Charisma 
Skill acquisition 
Social maturity 
Roles: normal or marginal 
Status: elite or commoner 
Role reversal: regular or inverted 
Consciousness: rational or altered states 
Ethnic identity (autoperception) 
Ethnic hierarchy (alterperception) 

Intent 
Prototype visualized 
Extension from prototype (e.g., fuzzy set) 
Named or covert 
Ethnotaxonomic classification 
Continuity: permanent or ephemeral 
Value: precious or base 
Size: large or small 
Scale: miniature or monumental 
Kinesics: static or mobile 
Visibility: visible or obscure 
Proxemics: close or remote 
Purpose: single or multiple 
Purpose: assertive or emblematic 
Discovery: innovation, invention, or novelty 
Plan: planned or accidental 
Plan: preexistent or adhoc 
Mechanism: theme-and-variation or creation 
Function: generalized or specialized 
Access: closed or open 
Result: effect or affect 
Rank: high or low 
Design: idealistic or empirical 
Design: proof of concept 
Emulation: copy or replica 
Authenticity: fake or duplicate 
View: archaism or atavism 
Epistemology: sacred or profane 
Meaning: formal or semantic 
Interpretation: intrinsic or extrinsic 
Force: push or pull 
Primal tropes: simile or metaphor 
Derivative tropes: synecdoche or metonym 
Evolved tropes: kenning or synonymy 

Process and content 
Features: components or associations 

Aspects: single or multiple 
Configurations: simple or complex 
Trajectory: acts or stages 
Selection of attributes or modes 
Recipe: RRB or RCB 
Routing: linear or concurrent 
Directionality: terminal or recycled 
Pattern: alternate or sequential 
Scheduling: block or intermittent 
Practice: iterative or play 
Application: direct or indirect 
Iteration: single or repetitive 
Aids: naturefact or artifact 
Extrasomatic extension: tool or machine 
Execution: controlled or cursive 
Care: hurried or measured 
Manufacturing facility: tended or untended 
Occurrence: rare or frequent 
Duration: interrupted or continuous 
Scenario: random or structured 
Working surface: ground-level or raised dais 
Interaction: closed or open 
Maturity: optimized or not 

Standards 
Essence: reveal or occlude 
Quality: high or low 
Completion: modifiable or finished 
Execution: sophisticated or rustic 
Connotation: exotic or antique 
Condition: pristine or distressed 
Fashion: modem or traditional 
Measurement: sized or proportional 
Market: internal or external 
Ethnicity: alien or orthodox 
Attitudes to nature: domination or identification 

Disposition 
Use 
Display 
Socially shared 
Curation 
Repair 
Reuse 
Transport 
Give, exchange, or sell 
Bury 
Submerge or offer 
Transform (e.g., bum) 
Break or kill 
Destroy 
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do not exhaust the variables that are relevant to style, nor can all the variables in the tables be 
discussed here. In this section, I elaborate on some of these factors, including the structure of the 
physical-social environment, the physical-technical constraints posed by various media, the dynamic 
between cultural tradition and individual creativity, enculturation methods, the social role of the artist, 
and certain socioeconomic and sociopolitical circumstances. I will draw on ethnographic data from 
lowland South America for my examples. 

The Physical-Social Environment 

The structure of the physical-social environment influences style by defining potentials for 
intergroup interaction and the local heterogeneity that it may generate, and by determining access 
to raw materials. 

Effects on Interaction. Since styles encode information, a society's access to the flow of 
information within a particular geographical setting determines stylistic complexity and the rapidity 
with which its style cycles occur. Two South American niche contrasts show the effect of group 
ecological distribution on "information density" and hence stylistic complexity: (1) a backwoods 
versus main-river dichtomy and (2) an occupied versus no-man's land contrast in the main river itself. 

Social constraints and opportunities in stylistic production follow from these zonal adaptations. 
For example, because of the small size of backwoods groups, who are adapted to hunting and shifting 
horticulture, artisan training is limited. The small size of the settlements also caps the numbers of 
artists and patron-consumers. Settlements are isolated in order to protect against the main-river 
people who "harvest" them for wives. All of these factors limit artist interaction and stimulation. 

A prestige hierarchy also exists. Dwellers on the main river disdainfully regard even their lower 
tributary cousins as rural provincials. Thus, they do not borrow from them, though they may collect 
their art as "curios" (Roe 1981). 

Competition on the river itself is more fierce. An upriver versus downriver enmity causes groups 
on the move to position themselves like the differently colored segments of a toothpaste tube, 
maintaining empty "no-man's zones" between them as they aggressively push each other up and down 
the rivers. The consequences for style are obvious. The main rivers are the avenues of ideas. The close 
juxtaposition of groups provides a "high density" information system composed of different styles that 
are borrowed more freely: Stylistic heterogeneity results. 

Local Stylistic Heterogeneity and Rates of Style Change. Just as the Age-Area hypothesis would 
have it, the main rivers are the style "centers" with rapidly succeeding styles, whereas the interfluves 
are the conservative backwaters of previous stages. This is so because the pattern of movement has 
tended to be a "dendritic" one and within the Amazon and Orinoco basins a concentric one, from the 
main river to first the lower, then the upper tributaries, and finally into the intprfluves. Since social 
interaction is greatest on the main river, more stylistic elements are available there for recombination. 
This means that the style cycle in the main river can turn over more quickly than the tributary and 
interfluvial styles, which tend to be remarkably conservative. Thus, main-river dwellers like the 
Shipibo are conscious of possessing an elaborate, widely viewed, and dynamiC style, constantly 
reinvigorated by new fashions. In turn, this reinforces their self-image, helping them to maintain their 
position at the apex of the regional hierarchy (Roe 1981). 

Access to Raw Materials. Part of this differential geographic stylistic complexity is also a simple 
matter of resource limitations. In complex media which require many types and qualities of raw 
materials, a group cannot produce sophisticated styles if the constituent raw materials are lacking or 
lie outside of their area of control or access. For example, in the main-river regions, in order to produce 
polychrome pottery such as the Shipibo have, one must control many linear kilometers of river to get 
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Table 2-3. Social and Contextual Factors that Affect Style and Its Interpretation 

Environment 
Ecotype (e.g., jungle, desert, arctic) 
Microniche (e.g., mangrove, lagoon, reef, or 

tidepooD 
Carrying capacity: high, moderate, or low 
Resource density: scarce or plentiful 
Resource awareness: known or unknown 
Resource quality: high, moderate, or low 
Circumscription: circumscribed or not 
Familiarity: heartland or frontier 
Preservational bias: high, moderate, or low 

Society and culture 
Society: multiethnic or not 
Stage: band, tribe, chiefdom, or state 
Status: ascribed or achieved 
Leadership (e.g., situational, headman, big man, 

chief, theocrat, or king) 
Hierarchy: valued or despised 
Character (e.g., ritually-regulated, democratic, or 

totalitarian) 
Social scale: equivalent or disparate 
Ethos: warlike or pacific 
History: ethnic or conquest 
Demographics: steady, expanding, or contracting 
Settlement pattern: dispersed or nucleated 
Settlement density: high, moderate, or low 
Settlement diversification: high, moderate, or low 
Settlement duration: long or short 
Settlement occupation: continuous or cyclical 
Settlement usage: multi- or single-purpose 
Settlement character (e.g., war or trade) 
Subsistence strategy (e.g., hunter-gatherer, 

pastoralist, or agriculturalist) 
Subsistence range: intensive or extensive 
Subsistence pattern: evolution or involution 
Interaction: hermetic or expansionist 
Mutual regard: valued or deprecated 
Access: isolation or accessible 
Competition: slight or intense 
Alliance: symmetric or asymmetric 
Alliance type: endogamic or exogamic 
Alliance rule: proscriptive or prescriptive 
Exchange (e.g., reciprocity, redistribution, or market) 
Trade (e.g., silent trade, trading partner, ethnic 

traders, or trading system) 
Market type: circulating, fixed, or differentiated 
Market range: local, regional, or world 
World view: this- or other-worldly 
Dualism structure: static binary, dynamic, or dual 

triadic 
Perception: 20 or 3D 

Literacy: nonliterate, illiterate, limited, mnemonic, or 
general 

Property: personal or communal 
Ownership: usufruct or alienable 
Production: individual or group 
Producers: commoner or elite 
Specialization: part- or full-time 
Specialist mobility: sedentary or peripatetic 
Learning: early or late 
Learning: verbal or observational 
Continuity: adoption or descent 
Skill transmission (e.g., archiVing or social amnesia) 
Labor availability: scarce or plentiful 
Labor cost: cheap or expensive 
Labor recruitment: voluntary or not 
Labor pool: homogeneous or heterogeneous 
Labor training: high or low 
Sexual division of labor: rigid or flexible 
Sexual politics: antagonistic or complementary 
Demand: generalized or specific 
Audience character: naive or cognoscenti 
Audience input: passive or active 
Audience gender: single sex or mixed 
Audience age: younger, older, or eqUivalent 
Audience status: higher, lower, or equivalent 
Arena: public or private 
Performative context: social or ceremonial 
Domain: protected deviation or judged 
Cultural evaluation: valued or unheeded 

Space 
Placement: central, medial, or peripheral 
Matrix (e.g., interaction zone, foci, or culture area) 
Movement: canalized or omnidirectional 
Movement: fast or slow 
Propinquity: accessible or buffered 
Colonization: migration or immigration 
Inspiration: stimulus diffusion or contact 
Contact goal: sought or avoided 
Contact intensity: high, moderate, or low 
Contact quality: beneficial or exploitative 

Time 
Aspect: synchronic or diachronic 
Axis (e.g., tradition, horizon, or series) 
Style cycle placement: formative, classic, baroque, or 

pattern exhaustion 
Contact pattern: intermittent or continuous 
Contact duration: long or short 
Chance: predictable or contingent 
Model: linear or cyclical 
Social agency: historic, legendary, or mythiC 

(continued) 
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Table 2-3. (Continued) 

Medium and technique 
Modality: verbal, visual, plastic, or performance art 
Media and information: stratification of 
Cross-media: isomorphism or media-specific 
Craft differential development 
Raw material: naturefact transform, fabrifact, or 

synthetic 
'Ii pc (eg., textiles, wood, or metal) 
Workability obdurate or yielding 
Inherent perfectability or form: enhanced or 

overridden 
Practice: iterative or pre-planned 
Technique: additive or subtractive 
Production: single or mass 
Fabrication sequencing (e.g., hammering, annealing) 
Fabrication stages: retain or erase m end product 
Dimension: form or surface decoration 
Ornamentation application: direct or indirect 
Execution: positive or negative 

Academic perspectives 
Science: physical, biological, cultural, or behavioral 
Discipline (e.g., ethnology, archaeology, hIStory, 

folklore, or sociology) 
Subdisciplme (e.g., ethnoarchaeology, field, or 

experimental) 
School of thought (e.g., culture histoncal, 

processual, or structural) 
Audience: puhlic or private, scholarly or general 
Investigator: gender or age 
Investigator number: single or multiple 
Investigative team: indIvidual or task force 
Investigator's domain: prehistoric, historic, or 

contemporary 
Investigator'S perspective: normal or margmal 
Investigator's values 
Investigator'S bias 
Investlgator's politics (e.g., domination, 

identification, or advocacy) 
Special competence (e.g., linguistic, artistic, or 

computational) 
Goal (e.g., investigation or action) 
Perspective: emic or etic 
Epistemology (e.g., materialist or idealist) 
Orientation: end-product or process 
Concern: suhstantive or methodological 

Focus: documentation or prohlem-oriented 
Documentation: complete or ll1complete 
Account (e.g., explanation, prediction, retrodlction, 

or interpretation) 
Logic induction or deduction 
Models (eg., historical, hiological, mechanistic, or 

formal) 
Causality: pnme movers or synergy 
Generalization (e.g., tendency statements or 

universal generalizations) 
Locus: ethnographic, ethnological, archaeological, or 

ethnohistoric 
Study: multidisciplinary or not 
Precedent original or restudy 
Areal focus (e.g., site, site system, regional system, 

or culture area) 
Comparison (e.g., Single or multiple region) 
Analogy: direct historical or world comparative 
Context fieldwork or collection 
Field rationale (e.g., investigative or contract) 
Methods: qualitatlve or quantitative 
Duration: long or short 
Support minimal or maximal 
Research facihties: simple or elaborate 
Methods: simple or complex 
Technique (e.g., interview, site survey, or excavation) 
Instrumentation: rudimentary or sophisticated 
Samplmg strategy (e.g., stratified or random) 
Data type: primary or secondary 
Data quality: high, moderate, or low 
Data quantity: scarce or ample 
Informant number: single or multiple 
Informant type (e.g., ethnographic person or 

archaeologIcal individual) 
Informant accessibility: cooperative or reclusive 
Informant status: common or marginal 
Attitude toward informant (e.g., condescension or 

respect) 
Basis of informant interaction (e.g., rapport, trade, 

or pay) 
Relationship with informant: intimate or distant 
Informant witnessing (e.g., interviews or participant 

observatlon) 
Dissemination: published or unpublished 
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fine kaolin, manganese, and ocher slips, silicious ash for tempering, and so on (DeBoer and Lathrap 
1979). In contrast, neighboring but isolated backwoods groups, who surround the Shipibo, have 
monochromatic, relatively more variable (sloppy), and simpler traditions (Dole 1974), in part because 
they lack access to these riverine resources. However, their basketry and feather arts are more complex 
than those of the riverine groups because of their mobility and access to game. 

The Constraints of Media 

If environmental distributions and adaptation bias groups to utilize certain media, these can, in 
turn, affect style in several ways. The intrinsic properties of a medium, which constrain its technology, 
and the cultural weighting given to different media each are important. 

Intrinsic Properties and Technology. Some media have inherent properties that constrain the 
actual shape of a style, such as the "tyranny of warp and weft" in weaving (Carr and Maslowski, 
Chapter 9). For example, "Greek Key and Fret" designs derive naturally from two-colored twill weave 
(Roe 1989b). They constitute a Boasian "resultant pattern." Other media, like painting, offer freer 
possibilities, such as curvilinear and rectilinear designs, multiple and varying line widths, and so on. 

For the Shipibo, these constraints of media are not sufficient to defeat the clear transmission of 
style through multiple media. Their Shipibo style, being important to them, is "impressed" with 
remarkably little modification on everything from textile painting to warp-pattern weaving, pottery 
painting, textile embroidery, and wood carving. In contrast, other societies like the Chachi, which lay 
no great store in their style as an ethnic badge, allow each medium to dictate its own style (DeBoer, 
personal communication). For such groups, the medium really is the message. 

The "Semantic Weighting" of Media: Is the Medium the Message? In any style, every artifact has 
many levels of meaning embedded in it and articulates with many different institutions, some more 
than others. However, not every medium or every class of artifact or every artifact within that class is 
weighted equally in semantic terms. To paraphrase Orwell, some media and certain artifacts within 
them are more embedded than others. This is contrary to the naive ethnoarchaeological assumption 
that one medium like pottery, just because it survives long enough to enter the archaeological record, 
is inherently weighted heavily and must carry Wobstian information about ethnicity. In some 
traditions, this is true; in others, more ephemeral media like featherwork or basketry are the premier 
arts for the expression of such messages. 

Often the medium that best harbors the central cultural metaphors of a system is the premier art 
form (Boas 1955 [1927] :18). For the backwoods Panoans and the Cashinahua, that medium is 
featherworking, and within that domain, the feather headdress (Kensinger 1975:69). One way to 

determine which of several media is important is to count the plethora of artifact types within each and 
the degree of development of aesthetic criteria with which each is judged; that is, the complexity of 
their ethnotaxonomic aesthetic systems. One can also note the number of their alternate aesthetic 
systems. In the Cashinahua case, there are at least three classifications of headdress, and within each 
system, many types of crown. 

In contrast, the premier art of the upper tributary Waiwai and their other Carib cousins, the 
Makiritare and the Wayana, is twill-weave basketry. Their pottery is rudimentary and derivative in 
design organization. Lightweight, durable, and transportable basketry suits their jungle adaptation 
and reflects their familiarity with forest products. All three groups were originally from the backwoods 
(Roe 1989b:2). To study Waiwai pottery for social or mythic content would be much less rewarding 
than to study their basketry; the reverse is true for the main river Shipibo. 

Ephemerality versus Permanence. A constraint on style that is similar to the semantic weighting 
of media is their intended ephemerality or permanence. This can determine other variables like labor 
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investment (Wiessner 1983) and concepts of ownership. It can also condition the skill and experimen
tation lavished on artifacts. "Toys," for example, are so open to play precisely because they can be the 
most ephemeral of objects-children being hard on material things-and will not be around for very 
long to haunt their creator/audience. Toys may constitute both an intentional "dumping ground" for 
such failed experiments, and an indirect way of destroying unfavored solutions in cultures where 
aesthetic evaluations cannot be directly expressed (Dawson 1975:148). 

Media Stratification. Media may be weighted in importance in relation to their expression of not 
only central cultural metaphors, but also social stratification. Media may be ranked on their 
sumptuary exclusivity and their symbolic connotations, such as "purity" or "cultured." The contrast of 
aristocratic brush-and-ink painting versus plebian clay or stone sculpture in China is an example 
(Sullivan 1973176). 

Cultural Tradition and Individual Creativity 

Style and stylistic change are the outcome of the dynamic interplay of constraints of cultural 
tradition and individual creativity. Within the framework provided by public opinion and historical 
continuity, or opposing and expanding it, the artist elaborates or structurally changes a style. Among 
the factors that can facilitate this are innovation within a stylistiC theme; borrowing; archaism; social 
deviancy; and protected places, groups, or material domains for innovation. Each of these constraints 
and facilitators are defined and discussed in this section. I begin with the factors that constrain style. 

Systemic Continuity or "Historicity." Style itself always limits the information available to 
humans. Thus, artists do not make choices within an infinite "noise" of possibilities (Braun, Chapter 
5). Style provides a frame, a voluntarily imposed obstacle (Miller 1973), within which play can occur. 
So, too, all of culture is a megastyle, a cookbook approach to life based as much on exclusion as it is on 
inclusion. Thus, for example, if a style like that of the Shipibo has a "parallelism" rule requiring equal 
space between nested lines, then it will be difficult for artists operating in that style to conceive and 
execute designs with cursive, modulating, unequal line relationships. This constraint results from 
"design optimization," perfecting a series of formal possibilities for specific goals and thereby limiting 
others. 

Many writers on primitive art have noted the fine line that a traditional artist must walk between 
adhering to approved ancestral models and innovating (Mead and McClanahan 1971:42, Rosenthal, 
Chapter 10). However, tradition does not inhibit art. On the contrary, by presenting an "obstacle" to be 
overcome, in the shape of a restricted selection of proper rules and elements of form and aesthetic 
canons, traditional styles provide the very framework for the artist's success (Coomaraswamy 
1947:81) 

Moreover, there is no contradiction between subjective individual creativity and traditional 
prototypes. Artists firmly believe their creations spring from their own minds, even as they "copy" 
traditional prototypes (Hendry 1964:395). Shipibo women artists emphatically assert that they never 
copy, laughing when I mentioned it. At the same time, they make little sketches of someone else's 
embroidered skirt in another village so that they can make a "copy" of it after returning home. Since I 
never saw much of a resemblance between the "copy" and the original, such instances are clearly cases 
of a stylistic framework being a source of "inspiration." 

The Constraints of Public Opinion. Style in Redfield's (1959) perspective, still prevalent in 
ethnography, functions like a straitjacket composed of a series of precepts and forms, which manifest 
tremendous conservatism. Style thus becomes an invariant pattern, passively inherited from previous 
generations and copied in automaton fashion. This caricature originated from anthropologists naively 
taking at face value informant assertions that they never "invent" anything but, rather, copy from the 
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ancients. As Civrieux (1980:136) quotes for an anonymous Makiritare Indian: "It's always the same, 
now as before. The way we ate once, we do over and over again. We obey We remember. The old ones 
sing beautifully. We just repeat." These statements signal important notions about the mythic world 
view; they say nothing about stylistic creativity save the fact that it is hidden, wrapped in ancestral 
legitimation. 

Individuals in traditional societies innovate constantly, in everything from new songs (Seeger 
1979:379) and spirits to novel myths and designs. In small face-to-face societies, informants can 
seldom admit it, however, often for fear of accusations of witchcraft. What the anthropologist gets is 
the "official ideology" of continuity with the mythic past, not actual, current cultural process. 

To protect the artist from the inevitable indirect comments about his or her egoism, individual 
authorship is downplayed and a principle of "indirect ascription" or "deflection from self" is adhered 
to. The artist deflects interest from him or herself by referring creations to the ancestors. This confers 
ancestral legitimacy on personal creations, and moves them from the present to the mythic past. 

This constraint can be seen among South Amerindians. For them, deference to others and 
effacement of self are important qualities of the social person. The antisocial person is egotistical-a 
symbol of his social atomism and the destruction of culture. This outlook holds for aesthetics. 
Although Indians admire the tour de force of the master craftsperson (Tanner 1975:120, 123), Ferguson 
(1975:127) notes that they harshly criticize anyone who overreaches, or tries to achieve too 
complicated a vision for their technical attainments. Such persons fail by a public demonstration of 
hubris as much as they do by a lack of skill. 

Turner's (1988:244) distinction between "social agency" and "mythic agency" is relevant here. 
Societies lodged in history attribute creation to unique persons like those who are alive today, thereby 
affirming the ability of moderns to produce and reproduce culture by actively constituting society In 
contrast, societies without history passively attribute creation to the spirits or deities, thereby 
affirming social and moral continuity from some "Golden Age." 

Archiving and Cultural Amnesia 

The false portrait of the ahistorical artist as a hidebound traditionalist makes him or her appear 
very different from the highly creative artists in the modern Western world. In part, this is an 
ethnocentric byproduct, not only of our romantic notions about the artist, but also our cultural 
perceptions of stylistic output. Specifically, high information modern art reqUires wide stylistic 
variation, whereas low information traditional art does not. The naIve observer looks at the latter from 
the point of view of the former and sees no variation at all: "everything looks alike." This is an illusion: 
the discriminations made in a traditional style are merely more subtle, not different in kind. 

One reason for the subtle variation within traditional art is that the artist dwells in a world 
marked by the absence of writing or photography. Thus, there are few ways of "archiving" examples of 
previous, contemporary, or alien production to serve as sources for current inspiration. There are 
minor exceptions to this which the Shipibo case shows. Accidents can sometimes provide novel 
models, as when the Shipibo and Quichua find and draw inspiration from archaeological potsherds 
and ancient petroglyphs. Alien curios are another source of inspiration (Roe 1981). Main-river Shipibo 
actually collect tributary, and hence "provincial," Pisquibo ceramics and keep them in their potting 
sheds as quaint mementos of past voyages. However, because the Shipibo, as main-river sophisticates, 
look down upon tributary dwellers, these crude vessels do not serve as prototypes for current Shipibo 
pots. Also exceptional, but more important to the internal dynamics of Shipibo style, is the saving of 
their own, earlier solutions. Lathrap (1983:30) shows how the surviving daughters of one famous 
deceased Shipibo innovator/shaman kept her pots as mementos and stylistic paragons. This had an 
unusual impact on Shipibo style because she had been a leader of a revitalization movement (Roe 
1988:128). 

A second reason for subtle variation in traditional art, which complements limited archiving, I 
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Figure 2-5. Two positive feedback loops interrelating the major social variables affecting stylistic production. 
(a) Demographic stability within a circumscribed geographical setting leading to low artisan mobility and 
consequent patron competition for artisans, early craft learning by artisans, and resultant stylistic complexity 
(hypertrophism of form/decoration) and cultural stylistic continuity. (b) Demographic increase within an 
uncircumscribed region leading to high artisan mobility and a consequent courting of patrons by competing 
artisans with the result of late craft learning, stylistic simplification, and cultural amnesia (stylistic information 
loss). 
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call "cultural amnesia." This is a process whereby the slate of stylistic history is wiped clean. For 
example, like many lowland Amerindians, the Shipibo throw a woman's pots into her grave after she 
dies, smashing and destroying older prototypes through burial. Archaeological features of smashed 
but reconstructible whole vessels from 1,OOO-year-old Cumancaya burials (Raymond, DeBoer, and 
Roe 1975:12) show that this is an ancient riverine Panoan pattern. Pryor and Carr (Chapter 8) 
demonstrate the same practice in the burning of Pomo baskets upon a craftswoman's death, thus 
depriving her heirs of artistic antecedents. 

Cultural amnesia also can result from the latc learning of a style. For example, among the village 
potters of central India, where late learning holds for male potters (Miller 1985:77) and female pOllet)' 
painters (1985:111), the consequence for ceramic form and surface decoration is stylistic simpli/icotiofJ 
relative to other traditions where learning is an early and a long, drawn out process. Late learning for 
male potters is a partial by-product of another social variable, the large numbers of potters vis-a-vis 
their clients, which is a product of demographic increase (Figure 2-5b). A local surplus of potters 
means that even a man's son will become his potential rival (1985:78), leading him to begin his son's 
training late. Cultural amnesia can be the price of this strategy since the chances of the father failing to 
pass on his knowledge are high. In one village, a family recounted at length how they had been 
"ruined" because a potter had died before he could pass on his skills (1985:77-78). 

All of these archival and amnesia difficulties are critical reasons behind a "lack of innovation" in 
traditional society. Moreover, even if something is invented, it soon slips into the two-dimensional 
time frame of the "ethnographic present" as far as the ethnographer is concerned. It is also attributed to 
ancestral causality by the informant as a part of the native artist's own protective mechanisms to deflect 
attention from him or herself. This illusion of temporally shallow, traditional production, coupled 
with its subtle variability, masks the active struggles of individual artists. 

Ethnotaxonomic Systems 

Cultures vary in the degree to which they analyze the style of their own artifacts. Elaborate artistic 
classifications, coupled with detailed technical terminology for the elements, rules, and layouts of 
designs such as those that the Shipibo possess (Roe 1979; Gebhart-Sayer 1984), act as constraints on 
stylistic creativity They are "plumber'S delights," intricate crossword puzzles of technical possibilities 
that take artists down only certain, named paths. On the other hand, we will later see in a Cashinahua 
context how innovation can sometimes occur in opposition to one's own ethnotaxonomy (Kensinger 
1975). 

Working within a Style through Theme and Variations. Having discussed some factors that 
constrain stylistiC change, I will now shift to those that facilitate innovation. One is the device of 
"theme and variations"-the mechanism of constrained choice in the artist's tool kit (Coomaraswamy 
1947:88). Innovation comes in the acceptance ofthe general traditional frame (e.g., the placement and 
organization of a design field), but with the addition of new elements at localized junctures within it 
(Hendry 1964:397; Forge 1973:182). 

What makes playing variations on a theme difficult in traditional SOciety is that the frame of 
permissible recombinations is usually more limited than it is in modern literate society. Hence, the 
patterns of variation will always be unique but also recognizably traditional. The result is a proliferation 
of subtle discriminations and connoisseurship. Specifically, anthropologists have long noted the 
apparent paradox of an overdevelopment of speCific terms on the lowest ethnotaxonomic levels 
("subtype" and "variety"; cf. Kensinger 1975:42) and a paucity of upper-echelon inclusive terms; there 
may be many terms for this or that inlet or mountain, but no general term for "island." The same 
mechanism is at work in native powers of subtle discrimination in taste between dozens of varieties of 
manioc-distinctions lost on the ethnographer (Yde 1965:29)-or the ability to differentiate between 
fine degrees (millimeters) of vessel size categories (Miller 1985:113). This highly developed discrimi
natory function results in endless artifacts, all stylistically similar, but no two alike. 
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Realms of Protected Deviation 

Since public opinion often has such a constraining effect on stylistic production in small, face-to
face societies, there must also exist realms where experimentation can occur without constant 
monitoring. I call these areas where trial runs are possible the hidden "realms of protected deviation." 
After successfully negotiating limited approval within such a realm, the product can then be 
"unveiled" for the general audience in other domains with some confidence as to its favorable 
reception. 

These realms can be sequestered places, where the artist can engage in novel behavior by himself 
(e.g., while out fishing, walking to a garden plot). They can also be a partial in-group audience likely to 
be receptive to the creator, like the residents of a men's hut. 

Third, realms of protected deviation can be particular domains of culture, such as warfare, 
mythology, politics, or play Kensinger (1975:64) locates one such domain among the Cashinahua in 
crude ceramic toys which are made by Cashinahua mothers for their young girls. Although classed as 
toys, not ceramics, these objects can nevertheless "feed back" into the ceramic tradition. A woman may 
be wildly innovative in designing tiny clay pots for her daughter. If another woman walks by and 
approves of the new shapes, the mother can make a full-sized version secure in the knowledge that she 
will not be laughed at. Thus, new approved vessel shapes enter the style whereas negatively evaluated 
ones do not. 

Last, realms of protected deviation may be carefully "quarantined" from the culture by assign
ment to alien production, whether for traditional exchange or the "tourist trade." In such cases, 
innovation does not "loop back" into the culture, but is instead part of a parallel stream with its own 
aesthetics and standards of manufacture, usually inferior to those of internal production (Roe 
1976:83). Alien production can be protected because it cannot be criticized for being "improper." 
Moreover, individuals who would not have been able to engage in artistic activity, like men in the 
Shipibo case, can now become "artists" (Roe 1979:189). 

Cultural Attitudes toward Deviancy. Cultures vary in the degrees of creativity, deviance, and 
personal marginality that they tolerate. Individuals who exhibit deviant personalities with abhorred 
characteristics (Roe 1979:204) seldom impact the local style, no matter how competent they are. Their 
stylistic contribution is quarantined. However, if an individual is willing to adopt proper attitudes, 
cultural tolerance for creativity can be very high, as when Shipibo women travel great distances to seek 
inspiration from well-known artists (Roe 1976:81). 

Archaism. The systemic features of a style and the existence of older styles as prototypes, when 
coupled with regard for the art of the "ancestors" or "ancients," can lead to archaism. This is the 
modeling of a new solution on an older rather than contemporary prototype. Because the new "copy" 
will be in a different place in the culture style cycle, unconscious and conscious formal alterations will 
usually betray it. An example of archaism is the revival and reworking of traditional native American 
art forms using museum ethnographic and archaeological specimens as models (Rosenthal, Chapter 
10). In aboriginal settings, as among the Shipibo, an archaeological urn may erode out of a river bank 
or emerge from a swept plaza capping prehistoric deposits, to become an "archaistic" model (Roe 
1976). When the Shipibo paddle to deserted archaeological sites to mine and grind up the ancient, 
weathered-soft potsherds to add as temper for their modern pottery, they can also discover something 
ancient and exotic. Bunzel has revealed a similar process (1972:55-56) in the Hopi-Sikyatki 
Polychrome case. Finally, Whitten (1976:42) has shown how modern Canelos Quichua potters use 
ancient petroglyphs as models via a Boasian "reading in" process aided by hallucinogens. Since a style 
prescribes the acceptable domain of creativity, either whole artifact classes or particular dimensions of 
a particular class, such as form, decoration, or color, can become archaism's field. This is illustrated 
clearly in a Shipibo case where form and decoration were manipulated separately, each even having 
been assigned for production to a different sex (Roe 1976). 
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Basic to this argument is the anti-Redfieldian notion of an aesthetic imperative (Roe 1976:81): the 
tendency for good artists everywhere to attempt to expand the permissible range of aesthetic behavior 
in their culture through the conversion of "nonart" domains into realms of "art." For example, in a 
culture where the surface decoration of ceramic vessels is an appropriate domain for the expression of 
art, artists might also attempt to extend vessel forms from the realm of RCB into RRB. 

Borrowing and the Constraints of Grammatical Similarity. A style becomes a set of blinders 
through which artists look out on the world and perceive other styles. When two groups come in 
contact, their styles have to be grammatically similar in terms of isomorphic or cognate elements, 
rules, and motifs to even be appreciated let alone borrowed. I call this a special case of "cultural 
congruence." For example, a group may prefer alien geometric deSigns because they look similar to 
their own productions, while rejecting representational designs. If two styles are very different 
structurally, they become simple mutual "noise." The works of each party are regarded as "ugly" and 
ignored, save as visual confirmation of the "inhumanity" of those who made them. Appreciation is the 
first step in adoption (Roe 1976:77). 

Similarities can be in complementary distribution as well. Consider a culture in which the vessel 
form tradition is very complex and allows latitude for the novel recombination of forms and the 
creation of new forms (Miller 1985), whereas the surface decoration system is more limited. In that 
case, artists will tend to expand their formal possibilities by borrowing in the area of surface 
decoration. An example would be European floral motifs on aboriginal forms. In contrast, for systems 
like the Shipibo, where play is present in aboriginal vessel form categories, but may not rival the very 
complex recombinatorial possibilities for painted surface decorations, the opposite may occur: tradi
tional designs may be placed on a Western-style plate. Thus, to predict which domain, vessel form, or 
surface decoration will respond to foreign influence, one must first consider the internal productivity 
of each domain from the point of view of the artists themselves and their "aesthetic imperatives." 

Finally, a completely alien stylistic element can be adopted wholesale, "in a contextless way 
simply because it is unintelligible" (Roe 1976:80). It may then be assigned a new meaning and/or 
name. Further, the borrowed item may serve as a mere "mine" for raw material to be used in 
constructing a totally different stylistic artifact. For example, a Navaho woman might unravel bayeta 
Western trade cloth to use the thread for a Navaho-style rug. 

This phenomenon is important stylistically since it can produce a renaissance in the native arts. 
The incorporation of Old World technical items, like aniline dyes or glass beads, has sparked "hybrid 
vigor" in those countries where Indian systems are still viable (e.g., Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 
and Chile). Whole new artifact classes are created, like Shipibo or Waiwai patterned beadwork, that 
were impossible with native materials. In contrast, it has produced art -craft sterility in those countries 
where no Indian tradition remains (e.g., Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Argentina). 

ArtisUArtisan Mobility. Within a region, whole villages may be characterized by constraining 
rule behavior, whereas other villages may be relatively lax in their realization of norms (Miller 
1985:21). A village or subcultural group that values the replication of ancestral patterns will resist both 
alien prototypes as well as the seeds of variation within their own tradition, favoring stylistic stasis. 
This milieu and stylistic conservatism are encouraged by a sedentary life-style, which produces a 
familiar audience whose "public opinion" can carry great weight in favor of the traditional. Conserva
tism is also encouraged by restricted and well-known local environments organized by ritually 
regulated technology In addition, sedentism favors social interdependence and cultural mechanisms 
to lessen competition, like primogeniture and ultimogeniture, which do not encourage innovation. 

In this light, one determinant of stylistic change can be artisan mobility within accessible 
geographical regions (e.g., potters in the Deccan plain [Miller 1985:22]). To change, one needs to be 
less wedded to established practice, and the easiest way to achieve this is to move and leave the 
tradition behind. Where occupant mobility characterizes whole regions, social relations (e.g., castes in 
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the Deccan plain) can be more fluid and villager adherence to rules laxer than it is among highly 
sedentary populations living in ancient propinquity (e.g., the isolated villages of potters in the central 
Andes). If one can't escape one's public, their opinions and expectations will carry greater force than 
if one can. 

Whether individuals or whole social groups move is another essential variable that affects style 
change. Immigration of the individual into an alien world produces stylistic homogeneity because the 
migrant is assimilated into the more powerful resident style and culture. In contrast, the migration of 
whole social groups promotes stylistic heterogeneity and cultural pluralism because each group has 
the support mechanisms to retain their own styles and ways and reject, through ethnocentrism, those 
of their neighbors. 

Teaching and Learning: The Effects of Instruction Methods 

Whether creativity is covert or overt depends on how instruction occurs. Shipibo society, like 
many face-to-face groups, does not encourage direct art criticism. The properties of the language 
enable people to couch their opinions in a very convoluted, diplomatic fashion. Peer direction and 
mentor teaching are nonverbal. 

One would expect greater stylistic variation in such cases where artists are not told the specific 
ways in which their creations are good or bad; however, just the opposite is true. Artists become very 
cautious not about innovating, but about showing the products of their innovation. Many a bizarre pot 
hides in a Shipibo woman's potting shed, never emerging unless a nosey anthropologist pulls it out, in 
which case embarrassment is acute. Since very little is said, one doesn't know what one can get away 
with except after the fact. 

This phenomenon explains the common Amerindian cultural pattern of watching, but not trying 
to "practice" a skill, at least in public, before one has completely mastered it. This is also why certain 
"realms of protected deviation" are important in such societies. 

The constraint of visual and motor learning produces another variable, age of learning (Figure 
2-5), which, in tum, yields another variable, differential stylistic complexity. Complex design tradi
tions, like the Shipibo's, derive from the intensive practice that only a long apprenticeship can 
produce. In tum, this arises because the visual patterns of nonliterate learning themselves offer no 
short-cuts and take a long time to become effective. Thus, skills are age dependent in traditional 
societies. Older people also know more than young people in a traditional society because knowledge 
does not obsolesce and they have a longer time to perfect their art. 

In contrast, societies that encourage verbal instruction, questioning, and overt criticism speed up 
the learning process and, therefore, the amount of learning. They also decrease the age of competence 
for actors in society, which encourages the obsolescence of knowledge and opens up avenues of 
experimentation. Rather than condemning overreaching, such societies, like our own, encourage it: 
"at least he tried." 

Teaching and Learning: The Effects of Kinship Structure 

In this and the following several sections, I consider how specific kinship structures impinge on 
stylistic production. Attention will be directed to the locus of learning: when, for whom, and from 
whom is the stylistic lore transmitted? The value of the Deetz-Longacre (D-L) hypothesis in particular 
will be considered. 

Style and Domestic Power: Males AVOiding their Mothers-in-Law. The Deetz-Longacre hypothesis 
(Longacre 1964; Deetz 1965) makes a bold but Simplistic equation between specific unilineal kinship 
organizations and stylistic output: matrilineality yields design homogeneity whereas patrilineality 
yields heterogeneity. Its lasting contribution is its emphasis on the cultural transmission of style-the 
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idea that propinquity produces artistic homogeneity Although its specific linkages have been 
criticized (Lathrap 1983), due to myriad social complexities such as child brides and cross-lineal 
training, the general presupposition appears correct. This is particularly the case when that propinquity 
occurs as the style is learned. Even today, studies that purport to refute the conclusions of the hypothesis 
usually ignore the essential variable of when, not just from whom, style is learned. 

In African cases, patrilocality may produce stylistic uniformity rather than heterogeneity This 
occurs because women learn their potting from their mothers-in-law, not their mothers. They do not 
learn their craft early in life, as was assumed to be invariably the case, but only after their post -marital 
change of residence. Thus, the bare D-L hypothesis concerned with propinquity holds. 

Miller (1985:111) discovered the same phenomenon in central India, again dealing with a 
patrilocal situation where political considerations require a man to keep himself distant from his wife's 
family Men travel great distances to search for their brides and bring them back to their natal village. 
This expresses a power differential of wife-taker over wife-giver (1985:78). Such distancing of a man 
from his affines effectively eliminates them, especially the wife's brothers, as an influence over his life 
while enhancing his control over his wife. This situation also indirectly strengthens the power of the 
husband's mother over the bride. The young woman is at the mercy of her mother-in-law, thus 
ensuring the bride's assimilation of the mother-in-law's style. In her day, the same thing happened to 
the mother-in-law From the point of view of style, this amounts to design-executional homogeneity, 
since all the women living in propinquity will have learned their art in the village. Thus, they will 
betray no trace of the style(s) present in their widely-dispersed, natal villages. 

Style as Choice: Of Adopted Mothers in Adulthood. In Japan, some men who enter into craft 
families as apprentices change residence and surname after marriage. Extreme stylistic continuity 
occurs in ceramics and other media, in line with the expectations of the D-L hypothesis. In this case, 
however, homogeneity is not the product of mothers teaching their resident daughters their craft, as 
the D-L hypothesis predicts, but rather of the adoption of adult sons who learn their craft late in life 
(Link 1975). 

Five variables interact to explain this pattern: (1) demographic stability; (2) control over 
genealogical vagaries via adoption; (3) geographic Circumscription; (4) resultant artisan sedentariness; 
and (5) high status and secure support for a craft, making entry into it desirable. 

Style as Obligation: Of Adopted Mothers in Childhood. In the Japanese situation, the stylistic 
apprentice is an adult, male aspirant who voluntarily enters the adoptive relationship. The opposite of 
this is the Cashinahua case of obligatory girl adoption. This "exception" to the D-L hypothesis is a 
result of the kind of sociological complexities that do not bode well for archaeological reconstruction. 
Here, a variant of the ubiquitous lowland (interfluvial) two-section, symmetrical exchange connu
bium operates (Kensinger 1975:64). Patrimoieties exchange females as children to become the brides 
of agnates in the opposite moiety The child brides are thus destined to be raised by their future 
mothers-in-law, to be taught the ceramic and other feminine arts by them. The resulting stylistic 
uniformity between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law violates the prediction of the D-L hypothesis 
that design similarity results from mother and daughter coresiding and the daughter learning her art 
from her mother. 

Even in the case of those Cashinahua women who are not exchanged as child brides, but as 
young women, the transmission of style takes a slight "detour" from strict lineal descent. Mother's 
mother (real/classificatory), rather than mother, assumes the role of teacher. The mechanism for this is 
alternating generation-namesake groups (Kensinger 1975:64). The effects of these patterns are visible 
in such societies where the women paint body and facial designs on their men (husbands, sons, 
brothers). Early ethnographers asserted that an individual Cashinahua man's patrimoiety affiliation 
could be ascertained immediately from their face and body paint. These distinctions in intragroup 
emblematic style continue to be reinforced by public opinion sanctions (Dawson 1975:148). 
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Constraint by Wife Capture. Shipibo young men regularly went on raiding expeditions to 
"harvest" the young girls of the smaller backwoods Panoan societies that surrounded the Shipibo's 
riverine niche. They undertook these expeditions with almost "missionary" zeal, convinced that the 
young girls were being "saved" for a civilized life (Roe 1982a:83). In addition, a young man could 
thereby escape the bride-service he would otherwise owe to his Shipibo parents-in-law, as well as his 
postmarital, matrilocal residence requirement. 

The first step in acculturation upon returning to the Shipibo village was a total remake of the 
captured girl's "cultural skin." Her hair was cut, her face-paint erased and remade, and her necklaces 
and skirt destroyed and new ones substituted, each in Shipibo style (1982a:84). This is an illustration 
of "emblematic" style at its crudest; part humiliation, part "boot camp" psychological remake. The girl 
was given to her captor's mother for training, an effective step since Shipibo girls learned their crafts 
early in life. 

Here, just as in the East Indian case, heterogeneity of bride origin is no predictor of stylistic 
continuity; propinquity determined all. As mentioned above, many of these "redeemed savages" were 
highly orthodox in their stylistic production. 

Style "Crossover" and Abandoned Role Models: Rejected Mothers. Propinquity is a determinant 
of style for a matrilocal society where women continue to reside in their mothers' villages and learn 
their crafts there. However, among the Shipibo, the variable of the relative prestige of the coresiding 
women can determine who will be the mentor; it is not necessarily the mother. For instance, one 
Shipibo matriarch who had low prestige in her art capabilities was forced by a flood to relocate to a 
compound of high prestige artists, which included a well-known matriarch and three highly 
esteemed, coresident daughters (Roe 1980:51-57). The relocated matriarch had a daughter who was 
old enough to learn the design system and was just acquiring the art. The relocated matriarch was 
criticized for her prosaic, derivationally "low hierarchy" geometric designs, which hovered near the 
"kernel" of the style. She presented little insight into designs compared to the resident matriarch and 
her three daughters who had intricate, "upper hierarchy" designs. Consequently, the immigrant 
mother actually encouraged her daughter to emulate the resident matriarch's high-prestige style (Roe 
1980:62). 

In this case, both the D-L hypothesis and the hypothesis of simple propinquity were true. The 
resident compound behaved according to the dictates of the D-L hypothesis, with the three coresident 
good artist daughters following their mother, the matriarch, in her own microtradition. The immigrant 
compound (the poor artist mother and her learning daughter) followed simple propinquity in that the 
former helped the latter emulate the dominant macrocompound style of the highly regarded 
matriarch. The key variables were the differential size of the social units (the small size of the 
immigrant compound made it the equivalent of an "individual"), emic ethnoaesthetic categories (how 
the Shipibo themselves regarded praiseworthy art and artists), and kinship regard (how daughters 
regard mothers as role models). These conditions could be documented by archaelogists by noting 
finds by exact provenience, within and between compounds, and measuring the relative complexity of 
the design hierarchy by generative grammatical analysis. 

Style Skipping Generations: Grandmothers and Adoption. Another mechanism that can generate 
stylistic heterogeneity within matrilineal, matrilocal societies, which are imagined to be the bastions of 
the D-L hypothesis, is grandmother-child adoption. Among the Shipibo, an older woman may be given 
a young granddaughter by her daughter and the grandmother will adopt the girl as her own. In normal 
cases, this is a form of social aid for the older woman, the granddaughter looking after her. However, in 
special cases, adoption is a form of "apprenticeship" so that a girl can learn the art of a renowned 
grandmother, bypassing her mother (Gebhart-Sayer 1984:16). This same "skipping of generations" was 
seen in the Cashinahua example, above. This circumstance concerns ethnographers more than 
archaeologists. 
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The Dual Transmission of Style: Sexual Aesthetics. However, simple propinquity cannot override 
distinct cultural channels of style transmission. This is evident in the Shipibo case of the dual 
transmission of style. Each sex alternates in the production sequence of many artifacts, monopolizing 
various stages through task segregation and complementarity. From this, I predicted that normal male 
aesthetic notions would be isomorphic with female ones, but more simplified because of the 
masculine exclusion from graphic art which allows for detail. Instead, I found radically different male 
and female aesthetics. In particular, from a sampler of orthodox geometric designs and radical 
representational designs that my students and I simulated via computer, I discovered that Shipibo men 
responded positively to more "psychedelic" designs, especially ones that combined multiple outlined, 
geometric forms with zoomorphs such as eagles, felines, and snakes. All of these creatures are the 
major spirits oflowland animism (Roe 1982a). These preferences reflect the fact that Shipibo men are 
the shamans. They employ hallucinogens that cross-culturally (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978b) produce 
intricate, rapidly shifting, technicolor geometric, phytomorphic and ophidian figural visions. In 
contrast, Shipibo women do not take the drug. They responded favorably to the more "orthodox" 
geometric arrays among the samplers. 

This sexual dual transmission of and preference for styles is widespread in the lowlands (Whitten 
and Whitten 1988). It has consequences in even the cases of the aberrant male artists, who may work 
side-by-side with their wives, but nevertheless show no mutual influences (Roe 1979:205). 

The Social and Economic Status and Role of the Artist 

Social Status and Role. Social status, which is the position one occupies, and social role, which is 
the rights, duties, and actions pertinent to a status, are key determinants in composing the identity of 
the artist/artisan and his or her stylistic output. In those tribal societies where artists have high status, 
often because they also function as supernatural agents, they are courted by patrons. Publicly pro
claimed, they are given praise-names and other marks of distinction (Thompson 1969). In such cases, 
personal or "assertive style" (Wiessner 1983:257) is marked and stylistic continuity spans generations. 
A "cult of personality" (Lathrap 1983) flourishes, which is associated with relative stylistic complexity. 
Through general rather than specific demand, greater latitude in the aesthetic imperative is allowed. 

These characteristics of artists and their works occur when the need for skills is great and the 
artifacts are of central cultural importance and complexity, like the Gothic cathedrals of medieval 
Europe. In this case, patrons courted the artisans. At the same time, internal hierarchies appeared 
within the artisan guilds. Also, because esoteric knowledge is power, the mechanisms of difficult 
admission and long apprenticeships appeared (Wieder 1979). 

In contrast, where artist position is low, authorship of individual artifacts can be a group 
endeavor, resulting in low standards of workmanship and knowledge and, hence, low artifact 
complexity. Isochrestic stylistic variation (Sackett 1977) may dominate. A famous example of this 
circumstance is Bohannan's (1966) case of Tiv made-by-committee chairs. 

If the status of the craftsmen in a more complex society is in the middle of a hierarchy, like the 
potting caste in Miller's (1985) study of East Indian peasants, they will tend to "negotiate" a higher 
position by manipulating style categories while deferring to high prestige customers within the 
indigenous exchange system. Hodder's (1986) view of style as a bridging mechanism for power 
relations is pertinent here. In this case, the hierarchical arrangement produced a greatly diverse and 
elaborate set of functionally redundant vessel forms (Miller 1985:65) as artisans attempted to make 
themselves increasingly indispensable to their patrons through ritual presentations, which are timed 
to the calendrical ceremonial round. The artisans gradually introduced "new" forms (modes) to their 
patrons by subtly varying form and decoration. Thus, one has the paradox of a technically simple, 
mold and wheel, peasant pottery tradition (Miller 1985:49) that nevertheless has a large number (51) 
of differently named but stylistically similar vessel categories (Miller 1985:36). In such cases, the social 
function of vessels clearly outweighs their utilitarian function so as to generate redundant stylistic 
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hypertrophism. The boundary conditions for this circumstance are the relative complexity of the 
society and its capacity for involuted systems of knowledge and the elaborate artifacts based on them. 

Adoption is another status-related factor that can impact style. It can be voluntary, as in Japanese 
"familial adoption," when a master craftsman has no progeny or adequately skilled progeny to 
continue his line of work. Adopted son-in-laws take over the mastercraftsman's surname and continue 
his style. Here, the status is sought after, leading to very high levels of "esoteric technology" and 
exceptional stylistic continuity (Link 1975). Adoption can also be involuntary. An example is the 
capture of female artisans for wives in small-scale, "tribal" societies where there is no option for them 
but to assimilate. The production of Shipibo captured women who were once ethnic Mayoruna, 
Cashibo, and so on, is a case in point. They produce very orthodox, conservative Shipibo-style pottery. 
The social pressure on these "savages" to become civilized Shipibo is overwhelming (Roe 1982a:84). In 
contrast, "genuine" Shipibo women who are secure in their cultural affiliation can be highly innovative 
in their art. 

"Male Appropriation" of Style. In subsistence economies that emphasize the male side of the 
sexual division of labor, as in hunting strategies, men gain in prestige. They may attempt to expand 
that prestige differential by preempting, trespassing on, or "appropriating" otherwise traditional 
female crafts. For example, "in one [Waiwai] instance it was observed that a man did the firing of 
pottery; on that occasion he had arranged his hair like a woman [emphasis mine]" (Yde 1957:33). 
Similarly, in the Cashinahua culture, men seem to have appropriated some female art tasks (Dawson 
1975:131), albeit still within masculine realms like wood, bone, or gourd carving (1975:131). These 
altering roles become measurable when there are characteristic differences between male and female 
production, such as whether straight or curved lines predominate, or when there is differential use of 
hallucinogenic symbolism (e.g., brilliant coloration, multiple outlining). This is the case whether 
forms are representational or geometric. Such examples can be found in the art of the Shipibo and the 
Waiwai (Roe 1989b) as well as those of the Northwest Amazon (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978b). Male 
appropriation is a species of sexual politics. It is mirrored when women are allowed to use otherwise 
tabooed male stylistic attributes (e.g., feather crowns, beadwork) during their puberty rites (Roe 
1982a:99). 

The Specificity or Generality of Demand. The degree to which demand is specific or general, 
following from the artist's status in a society, is perhaps the most important social factor in stylistic 
production. When the audiencelconsumer gives a very specific demand to the artist, down to size, 
specific imagery, materials, and so on, the invariable result is mediocre art. By circumscribing freedom 
of play, the audience forces the artist to change from an RCB to an RRB program. This is frequently the 
case in sacred contexts (Rosenthal, Chapter 10). On the other hand, where the demand is quite general 
or generic ("we just want one of X"), much room remains for the artistic imperative to juggle creativity 
with norms. The results are complex stylistic statements and elaborate art (Biebuyck 1969:19). 

Another social mechanism allied to the generality of demand is the degree to which production is 
truly anonymous, as in some modern cases. This is the opposite of the romantic notion of the 
"anonymous" tribal or peasant creator, who may be anonymous to the collector but is only too well 
known to his or her own society. Nor is it the "false anonymity" of lost attribution in small-scale 
societies. Complete anonymity represents perfect generality of demand, and hence leads to highly 
creative solutions (Kaplan 1981:405). 

SOciopolitical Constraints on Style: Personal Presentation, Public Power, 
and "Media Displacement" 

Many of the factors that I have covered thus far operate within a "micro" context and on a 
synchronic level. What of more general trends that are discernible in diachronic operation? One long-
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term phenomenon is where the locus of stylistic complexity is transferred from one medium to 
another. I call this "media displacement." 

An example of this process can be found in the paradoxical case where the complexity of pottery 
styles devolved while sociopolitical stratification evolved in Puerto Rico between the 4th century B.C. 

and 13th century A.D. (Roe 1989a). Specifically, as complex tribes evolved into chiefdoms, pottery 
became inadequate for projecting messages of political power, and monumental architecture became 
the locus of stylistic and power displays (see Morris, Chapter 13, for a similar example regarding Inka 
metal artifacts). 

In situ development went through three stages. The initial period (B.C. 300) involved the 
migration of South American tribes with the Saladoid Hacienda Grande and La Hueca styles into the 
islands. Groups with the former style produced fine, complex-silhouette pottery with unique 
polychrome painted decoration (Figure 2-6a). Those with the latter made small, exquisitely worked 
lapidary art (Figure 2-6d) out of exotic stone like amethyst. During the second, Pre-Taino stage, 
beginning around A.D. 600, trade links with South America ruptured and population increased, 
leading to local adaptations and greater use of the island's ecological zones. The eastern half of the 
island was characterized by the Elenan Ostionoid culture (Figure 2-6II), arguably a "complex tribe." 
Its pottery was extremely simple: vestigial painting and incipient modeling and incision (Figure 6g-h) 
on simple forms of "primitive sphericity"-an example of Kroeberian "pattern exhaustion." At the 
same time that pottery underwent such radical simplification, crude petroglyphs (Figure 2-6e) 
appeared for the first time, some in little ball parks (Figure 2-60. They are small carvings, often just 
"simple face," human head depictions. The sequence ends around A.D. 1200 in the Esperanza style and 
the Chicoid series, the material culture of the protohistoric Taino (Figure 2-61II) who were met by 
Columbus in 1493. Taino pottery is slightly more elaborate (Figure 2-60, but still unpainted, 
modeled, decorated with repetitious incision, and produced in vast quantities. This pottery is 
accompanied by monumental lithic art: petroglyphs as ball-park markers (Figure 2-6j), and idols 
(Figure 2-6k). 

This "media displacement" of the locus of stylistic complexity from ceramics to monumental 
stone sculpture occurred for understandable reasons tied to increasing social complexity. The early 
Saladoid pottery and lithic amulets were meant to emphasize an individual's cultural attainments or 
aspirations. They marked a bias in the material culture toward "personal presentation," whereby the 
perception of an individual's "culture" was gained by it being offered and appreciated in the form of 
small objects of exquisite workmanship intended to be seen close up. Sometimes these functioned 
kinetically as they were used during the presentation. For example, one might comment on a small, 
beautifully painted, Saladoid effigy beer mug as one drinks the proffered beer it contains. As one 
drinks, the clay pellets concealed in its handles rattle as the cup is upended. Saladoid artisans 
elaborated the process of presentation as much as its end. Analogues in recent Shipibo culture suggest 
this interpretation. 

Such personal presentation styles become visible within the presentational context-the stage 
for which objects are made-when they are brought out for use and critique before speCified "pub
lics." In tribal societies, as among the Shipibo, these occasions are often "nonordinary" village and 
intervillage fiestas and ceremonies marked by supernatural intervention. They may involve distinct 
subcultures and styles brought together from hundreds of kilometers. Staging is the factor that weighs 
most heavily in the production of the artifacts. Artisans who have special talents and are recognized 
within the village for their superior production in a medium are sought out to make these objects. 

However, what happens as population and competition increases, leading to increasing stratifica
tion and larger-scale presentational contexts? Miller (1985:74) has shown that earthenware pottery is a 
uniquely "democratic" medium, not well suited to the display of economic wealth or political power 
under such conditions. Thus, rather than small objects being offered for presentation, the actual 
artisan becomes the affecting artifact; he is accompanied by his production and presents it. "It is 
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Figure 2-6. The diachronic crossover of art and craft in lithic and ceramic artifact categories as a result of 
sociopolitical complexification in pre hispanic Puerto Rico. (a) The "personal presentation" material culture of the 
migrating Neo-Indian Saladoid pioneering horticulturalists from South America. (b) The "pattern exhaustion" 
interlude in Elenan Ostionoid material culture and its shift to an incipient material culture of the demonstration of 
public power wherein the locus of art crosses over from ceramics to monumental lithic artifacts and features. 
(c) The fully developed material culture of public power characteristic of the Taino chiefdom in protohistoric 
times. (All artifact drawings are based on 1:1 scale section drawings, tracings, and photographs taken by the 
author.) 
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considered extremely courteous, when an important guest arrives, to have the potter come and 
present a [small water jarl, and assist in serving the meal" (Miller 1985:88). 

Analogously, as Antillean society became more hierarchical during Pre-Taino times, the locus of 
stylistic complexity shifted from small potteq vessels to large, static stone-work which demonstrated 
the power to mobilize and commission labor through its very weight or immobility. Moreover, being 
visible from afar, this art of public display could be, and often was, crude in execution. By the 
succeeding Taino times, ball parks got bigger and the petroglyphs that bordered them became more 
complex and larger (Figure 2-6j). They included full-sized figures, each a different personage such as 
aviforms, and anthropomorphic and were-theriomorphic depictions. In addition, the scale of all other 
stone carvings became large and differentiated. At the same time, pottery was mass produced with 
simpler, stereotyped vessel categories and surface decorations, consisting of repetitious plastic designs 
rather than painted ones (Figure 2-6i). 

To summarize the Puerto Rican case, one first finds a material culture of personal presentation 
reflecting egalitarian relations and noncoercive authority. This is indicated by its (1) small size; 
(2) jewel-like workmanship; (3) semiprecious, exotic raw material; (4) close-inspection visibility; and 
(5) features used in the kinetic presentation process. Then the process of the "media displacement" 
occurred, reflecting the development of more hierarchical sociopolitical relations within the evolution 
of a chiefdom. A material culture of public display and public power emerged, evidenced in its 
(1) large size; (2) crude workmanship; (3) common, local stone raw materials; (4) long-distance 
visibility; and (5) static features. 

THE MYTHIC LEVEL OF STYLE 

Style is influenced not only by a myriad of social factors, but also ideational ones. These operate 
on the fourth and fifth levels of my model for studying style, the mythic (Lathrap 1973:94-95) and 
structural levels. Myths are sacred stories that were believed to be true by those who tell them and that 
"explain" the form (morphology) and behavior (process) of things and how they came to be 
differentiated. Myths therefore can be an important determinant of style. They present the overt 
message, either verbally, behaviorally, or in the iconography of the material culture. They are the 
surface manifestation of the unconscious patterning that occurs on the structural level, or the total 
context of information derivable from behavior. Thus, the mythic level differs from the structural level 
of style by its accessibility, yet is interrelated with it, as "representation" is to "thing represented." Thus, 
myths in material culture are the portals that the analyst uses to reveal and understand the 
unconscious structures of culture, just as the syntagmatics of character and episode are used to reveal 
the paradigrnatics of the opposition and the transformation of symbols in verbal texts. 

In examining the mythic level here, I apply a "contextual approach" (Hodder 1986) to South 
Amerindian arts and crafts and the Caribbean systems derived from them (Roe 1989a). Holism is 
suitable in this case because the individual artifact is a "microcosm of the macrocosm" (Roe 1989a, 
1989b). The artifact symbolically represents in its typological aspect, and recapitulates in the contexts 
of its processual fabrication and use, the pervasive animism of the world view of the groups that create 
it. When this view of "object as myth, myth as object" is based on the animistic principle of the total 
spirituality of the universe, bespeaking an identification with that organic whole, I call this relation
ship between style and mythology "technological animism." 

Technological animism explains why so many South American artifacts are really anthro
pomorphic, zoomorphic (Figure 2-6g), or were-theriomorphic effigies: they are more than utilitarian 
items. In whatever medium they are executed, both the form and surface decoration of these animistic 
artifacts are mythical "transforms" of creatures which also act as the major "natural symbols" in South 
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American cosmology. For example, fire-fans and manioc pressing tubes originate as naturefact 
freshwater rays and anacondas that fall from the sky. Even the designs that cover the surfaces of these 
artifacts are "copies" of the skin markings of their reluctant animal donors. 

A myth that I collected from the Waiwai in Shefarimo (Roe 1989b:23-26) on the origins of their 
twill-weave basketry designs from the Dragon Urujiri illustrates this mechanism of the "protocultural 
gift." It also explains the differential skill levels of basketmakers. The myth relates that long ago an evil 
father-in-law sent his luckless son-in-law out to hunt "agoutis," knowing that the Dragon, Urujiri, a 
caiman-anaconda monster, would eat him. However, the hero discovers the Dragon flying through the 
air, looking like an anaconda but covered with the fur of a jaguar. He kills the monster, skins it, and 
brings the skin home, where he spreads it out on the floor of the communal hut. Peals of thunder and 
bolts of lighting fill the hut while the son-in-law tells his frightened father-in-law and the other 
village men to gather the proper materials for certain specified basket categories they are to make 
examples of. They return, try to "catch" the designs they see on the skin, as one would an animal, but 
the designs are obscured by the lightning (Le., are hard to understand). Finally, some men learn to 
copy the designs, while the father-in-law, being an ogre and hence powerful but dumb, remains 
ignorant of the art. 

Looking at a basket and appraising its waratapi pattern (Figure 2-4c) from Urujiri's skin will 
"trigger" a recitation of this myth, just as a telling of the myth will "call up" the artifact as example. This 
process of "mythic empiricism" shows the intimate relationship between myth and material culture. 
The whole stylistic process, from the selection of the raw materials, through the production of the form 
and its appropriate decoration, to the sex that employs this technology and the type of task for which it 
is designed, are all systemically linked to the cosmos in animist technology. Microcosm recapitulates 
macrocosm. 

This heavy symbolic, semiotic loading of artifacts and the artifactual process helps one to 
understand the larger system of which the individual artifact is but a concrete manifestation. For 
example, Figure 2-7a illustrates three views of a Shipibo nine-banded armadillo carved out of palm 
wood, itself a subsidiary symbol for the paragon species, the giant armadillo. The little sculpture is a 
representation of the Shipibo myth 'The Giant Armadillo and the Other World." The myth explains 
the simultaneous divergence of human and animal nature as the levels of the universe also diverge 
and differentiate (Figure 2-7b). Women with burden baskets fall from the broken ladder to the Sky 
World and become armadillos when they hit the Earth. The curiously "flattened" form of the depiction 
references the fate of the women, now armadillos, who were plastered to the ground after their fall. It 
also references a cognate myth about a vain "armadillo Icarus" who fell from the sky when the feathers 
he pasted to his scales melted in the heat of the sun. The front design panel of Figure 2-7a has the 
Shipibo version of the nested and curled anaconda designs that reveal the armadillo's "scaly" nature, 
which is significant to several analOgies. The women's round burden baskets are equated with the 
spherical armadillo's casque. Women as horticultural diggers are equated with armadillos as exca
vators. The sculpture also represents a food animal hunted for its flesh as women are "hunted" 
(courted/seduced) for their flesh (the sex = eating equation is ubiquitous in the lowlands). Lastly, the 
armadillo is a constellation in the sky, for in the myth, the armadillo dug through the Sky World to fall 
into the Lower World to escape a celestial hunter. Thus, the sculpture depicts a primordial "female" 
animal that digs in the feminine element, earth. 

In sum, just as the mythic level of style reflects the structural level, so the artifactuallevel reflects 
the mythic and vice versa. The Significance of this is that myths are used to justify the orthodoxy of 
form and process, as well as to clothe deviations from that orthodoxy in ancestral legitimation. 
Structure, as deducible from myths, may be so practical as to bias one group to select one basic item of 
subsistence technology over another (e.g., bow and arrows versus blowguns) within an equivalent 
environment (Riviere 1969). Indigenous cultures engage in such acts of mutual reference on every level 
of their material cultural styles. 
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